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Weinstein Bankruptcy Decisions Find Talent Agreement NonExecutory, but Post-Closing Obligations Must Be Honored
The Weinstein Company Holdings bankruptcy decisions clarify a buyer’s ongoing
obligations under contracts purchased in bankruptcy, subject to resolution of appeals.

Executive Summary
In the In re The Weinstein Company Holdings LLC (together with its affiliates, TWC) bankruptcy
proceeding1 and the Lantern Entertainment LLC v. Bruce Cohen Productions adversary proceeding2,
Judge Mary F. Walrath of the US Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware issued two related and
important decisions. Ruling on a motion for summary judgment in a “test case” adversary proceeding
initiated by Lantern Entertainment LLC (Lantern), the buyer of TWC’s assets, the court held that a workfor-hire agreement entered into by Bruce Cohen for production services related to the film Silver Linings
Playbook was not executory for purposes of Bankruptcy Code § 365.3 Instead, the court found the
agreement was transferred under Bankruptcy Code § 363. As a result, the court concluded that Lantern
was not required to cure defaults (as required by Bankruptcy Code § 365) as a condition to acquiring the
rights under the agreement.
At the same time, the court found that the cum onere principle — requiring the assignee of a contract to
honor the agreement in total and accept both the obligations and benefits of the contract — applies to
contracts sold under Bankruptcy Code § 363 (as well as those assumed and assigned under Bankruptcy
Code § 365). As a result, the purchaser is responsible for the post-assignment obligations (e.g.,
participations) in exchange for enjoying its benefits. 4 While specific to Mr. Cohen’s production agreement,
this ruling has broader significance for talent who participate in the creation of films under work-for-hire
agreements that are customary in the industry. The decision is also significant in closely analyzing the
executoriness of an agreement, which itself is unusual, and strictly applying the “material breach excusing
performance” standard, which applies a high bar for establishing a contract to be executory.
On the other hand, the case leaves certain issues unresolved, including whether Lantern could have
acquired the rights to the films without purchasing the related talent agreements, allowing it to avoid both
past and future participation obligations under such agreements.
Mr. Cohen and certain other interested parties have appealed the bankruptcy court’s decisions, leaving
the ultimate outcome uncertain. 5
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Overview of Bankruptcy Proceedings
Following widespread allegations of sexual harassment and assault perpetrated by Harvey Weinstein,
and unsuccessful attempts to structure an out-of-court transaction, TWC entered into an asset purchase
agreement with Lantern to sell substantially all of TWC’s assets and filed a chapter 11 petition in the US
Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware on March 19, 2018.
On May 9, 2018, the court approved the sale to Lantern and authorized TWC to consummate the
transactions contemplated under the Lantern asset purchase agreement. On July 13, 2018, the sale to
Lantern closed. Prior to closing, Lantern’s due diligence uncovered substantial unpaid participation
liabilities under various talent agreements. While Lantern ultimately agreed to honor post-closing
participation obligations,6 it denied responsibility for participations arising under such contracts prior to the
closing.7
Given the similarities between the terms of the talent agreements, Lantern initiated an adversary
proceeding against Bruce Cohen, producer of Silver Linings Playbook, to serve as a test case. In the
adversary proceeding, Lantern sought an order of the court declaring that (i) Cohen’s agreement was
nonexecutory in nature, and (ii) as a result, Cohen’s agreement was properly assigned to Lantern free
and clear of any claims arising thereunder pursuant to § 363. The court decided the case pursuant to a
summary judgment motion filed by Lantern.8

The Decisions
Executory Contract Under § 365
For purposes of Bankruptcy Code § 365, a contract is executory when the obligations of both parties to
the contract are so far unperformed that the failure of either to complete performance would constitute a
material breach excusing performance of the other.9 The determination of what constitutes a material
breach is determined by applicable state law, and is a question of law to be determined by the judge. 10
New York law governed the Cohen agreement.11
Applying the US Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit’s interpretation of New York law in In re Exide
Technologies,12 Lantern argued that a material breach under New York law is a breach that occurs prior
to the rendering of substantial performance and is so substantial as to defeat the purpose of the entire
transaction. The Third Circuit in Exide first determined whether the agreement contained at least one
obligation for both parties that would constitute a material breach under New York law if not performed,
then utilized a balancing test that takes into account “the ratio of the performance already rendered to that
unperformed.”13 The court agreed that this was the proper test to be applied to the Cohen agreement.14
Agreeing with Lantern’s argument, the court found that the principal purpose of the agreement was the
production of the film, which the court interpreted to mean that all material obligations of the parties began
and ended with the production of the film.15 The court rejected Cohen’s arguments that the agreement
had the broader purpose of enabling the studio to market, distribute, and generally exploit the film after
the film was made, and that the agreement was executory because it contained several ongoing
obligations related to this purpose. Accordingly, the court found that the following ongoing obligations
were insufficient to render the contract executory:




An agreement to refrain from seeking to enjoin the distribution of the film
A warranty that the work was original
Mutual indemnification obligations
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Cohen’s approval rights over the use of Cohen’s name and likeness
A right of first refusal and opportunity

This decision is significant, in part, because courts have looked to similar provisions in finding
agreements to be executory in other contexts.16 Further, the court’s reasoning suggests it would likely
have reached the opposite conclusion in the context of a work-for-hire agreement related to an
unreleased film. In fact, Lantern partially addressed this in its briefing, stating that “[t]he vast majority (if
not all) of the use of Cohen’s likeness and approval thereof in connection with promotional material has
long passed. Even assuming the Agreement could have been deemed executory due to the inclusion of
this provision in the days and weeks following the release of the Picture, the passage of time has virtually
eliminated any potential obligation associated with this provision.”17

§ 363 Sale
After finding that the Cohen agreement was not executory, the court determined that the Cohen
production agreement was an asset of the bankruptcy estate that could be transferred to Lantern
pursuant to Bankruptcy Code § 363.18
The court went on to elucidate the distinction between sales of non-executory contracts under Bankruptcy
Code § 363, and assumption and assignment of executory contracts under Bankruptcy Code § 365. The
court explained that assumption and assignment under Bankruptcy Code § 365 requires cure of pre-sale
defaults whereas sale of such contracts under Bankruptcy Code § 363 does not. However, the buyer is
responsible for post-closing obligations in both instances under the cum onere principle, which prevents
an assignee from avoiding obligations that are an integral part of an assumed agreement. 19 The court did
not elaborate on the precise contractual burdens that would survive the transfer, but noted in its order that
Lantern is required to “comply with all post-closing obligations arising thereunder, including, but not
limited to its payment obligations.”20

Conclusion
The key takeaway from this decision is that remaining ongoing obligations in work-for-hire and potentially
other agreements that are substantially performed (at least by one side) are unlikely to be considered
executory. Nevertheless, industry talent whose agreements are acquired by the buyer will be entitled to
have their post-sale participations and other rights honored by the buyer.
The decision is significant in providing clarity on a buyer’s ongoing obligations under non-executory
contracts purchased in Bankruptcy Code § 363 asset sales. Further, it marks a strict application of the
legal standard for determining whether a contract is executory, rejecting certain ongoing obligations —
such as covenants not to sue, indemnities, and the like — that courts have relied on in other contexts to
find contracts to be executory.
However, the case leaves open a number of questions — principal among them, whether Lantern’s
intellectual property rights in the films it acquired derive from the talent agreements or whether the talent
agreements are severable from Lantern’s rights to own and exploit the underlying film.21 As part of the
sale transaction, Lantern agreed to acquire the talent agreements, as well as the obligation to pay postclosing participations under such agreements. As such, the court did not need to decide this issue and,
more broadly, clarified that its rulings did not operate to “quiet title,” thereby leaving open one significant
issue for future resolution.22
As noted above, the decision has been appealed to the United States District Court for the District of
Delaware, so the ultimate fate of the decision is yet to be determined. Stay tuned.
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